Rc51 engine

The engine is a cc dual overhead cam V-twin unit with two fuel injectors and four valves per
cylinder. Power is delivered to the rear wheel by a close-ratio, six-speed transmission. The
chassis is constructed from aluminium alloy , being a twin-spar design. The RC51 is a racing
superbike which benefits from gearbox sprocket changes for street use. Factory RC51s were
highly geared for top speed performance. In , however, Raymond Roche secured Ducati 's first
world title aboard the Ducati Throughout the next 11 years, Ducati would go on to win 8 World
Superbike Championships with their V-twins Honda won two and Kawasaki just one. Honda was
unable to win consistently, particularly because of rival V-twins' displacement advantage over
Honda's V In , Ducati regained the title but the RC51 was still a contender boasting superior
reliability with comparable speed and power. Honda had taken the lessons learned in the SP-1's
first season, producing the SP-2 for In , Honda released the Nicky Hayden special edition, which
differed from previous models in that it had a brushed aluminum frame and swing arm, a sticker
kit, and white number plates on the front upper fairing and tail fairing. Mitchel, Doug; Earnest,
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enlarge. It makes a great desktop image. In its very first year, the cc V-twin RVTR literally
dominated superbike racing around the globe. Colin Edwards, of course, took the World
Superbike crown from Ducati in a very convincing manner. Closer to home, returning hero
Steve Crevier walked away with the Canadian Superbike championship. The RC51 decimates
the competition. This design is lighter than a conventional bolt-and-nut combination. Carburized
rods provide strength and durability under high loads. This allows lower main gallery oil
pressure and a smaller oil pump design, consuming less horsepower at high engine speeds.
Side positioning allows forward placement of the engine for optimal weight distribution and
permits the flow of air to reach the cylinders for enhanced cooling efficiency. The frame
sideplates extend underneath the swingarm and join to form a D-shaped swingarm mounting
enclosure. This combination provides an extremely rigid chassis and excellent road feel.
Wheelbase mm Dry Weight kg. Fuel Capacity 18 litres 3. Specifications are subject to change
without notice, in accordance with national regulation and legislations. You must be logged in
to post a comment. News Ticker. More bike than the competition can handle. Gal Specifications
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people have gone faster on public roads, but Tilley had the misfortune to do so without noticing
the police plane above him, and was officially clocked at The ticket has made news around the
world, with many people proclaiming the speeding ticket must have been a mistake as
motorcycles simply don't go that fast. Tilley topped the previous highest known speed recorded
in a traffic infringement, set by New Yorker Dr. William Faenza in a Lamborghini Diablo at mph
in a 55 mph zone. With so many experts casting an opinion on the fine, and all of them stating
that the ticket had to be a mistake on the basis that motorcycles simply don't go that fast, we're
weighing in with an opinion too. Firstly, Tilley's bike was a Honda RC51 motorcycle which the
highway patrolman who pulled him over has gone on record as stating was "highly modified.
Tilley claims the bike only had a set of aftermarket mufflers fitted. In standard form, the bike
makes bhp and if the bike had only had exhaust mods, it would certainly not be putting out any
more than bhp and would struggle to reach mph. We don't know for sure what level of internal
modifications had been performed on the bike but we DO believe that an RC51 is capable of
being modified to run mph. Superbikes are based on roadbikes, and can be modified according
to a strict set of rules. Honda actually sells all the bits to take a standard RC51 to superbikes
specs, though we suspect they keep a few horsepower up their sleeve for the likes of Edwards'
factory machine. Just for the record, the array of HRC-designed racing engine components
available from a Honda showroom includes crankshaft, cylinder heads, valve train, camshafts,
drive gears, pistons, connecting rods, clutch, generator, radiators, exhaust system, ECU and

much more. Estimates of the horsepower output of Edwards' title winning machine vary from
bhp to nearly bhp, and the race versions over-the-counter are believed to be in the bhp area enough to push the bike past mph. Edwards was regularly clocked at over kmh during the
racing season, and he did not have the advantage of a long straight road to achieve that speed he had to get around the corner at the end of the straight. Chicanes have been added to all the
high speed circuits around the world in recent years because speeds have continued to climb
with technological advances, and the speeds were simply getting ridiculous. For a top speed
run, you ideally need several kilometres of straight run-up and plenty of space after the speed
traps to slow down. Given a couple of kilometres run-up, plus Honda Racing Corporation engine
internals, the right gearing, a coat of polish and a damned good tune-up, a Honda RC51 is
capable of running mph. One possibility is that the pilot got it all horribly wrong and pressed the
stopwatch at the wrong time. Apparently the pilot managed to clock both Tilley and his
accompanying friend booked for mph on an MV Agusta F4i at the same time, using two
stopwatches - while flying a plane. This suggests that error is one distinct possibility. Now
Tilley claims his bike is not capable of more than mph. Yet the pilot timed Tilley over a quarter
mile at 4. Had Tilley been doing say mph what he claims is top speed of his motorcycle , the
stopwatch should have stopped at 6. So if Tilley can prove his motorcycle was unmodified
beyond the mufflers, then the mistake was human error and with such a margin that it has
ruined any credibility which the Minnesota Highway patrol might claim for their speed detection
methodologies. Tilley's ticket has been posted on the web, as has the previous speeding record
by Faenza. Tilley goes to court later this month and will no doubt be hoping he doesn't spend
any time in the slammer, which would be very likely in most countries. LOG IN. Menu HOME.
Search Query Submit Search. Facebook Twitter Flipboard LinkedIn. View 4 Images. RC51 at
speed - but can it do mph? An RC Just a small proportion of the stuff you can buy to turn an
RC51 into a mph machine. All that said, there's still something that doesn't add up. Tilley's
ticket has been posted on the web, as has the previous speeding record by Faenza Tilley goes
to court later this month and will no doubt be hoping he doesn't spend any time in the slammer,
which would be very likely in most countries. Mike Hanlon. He went on to edit or manage over
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